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Market leaders in Hot Forging development?Bons & Evers is a leading supplier of

Hot Forged parts for of Automotive industry, climate control (HVAC) and water flow

management (Sanitary) within Home Technology, the management and

optimization of electrical energy in appliances and systems, as well as a wide range

of Valves & Fittings within Valve Technology.MarketsAutomotiveHome

technologyPower managementValve technology
 We use Hot Forging to manufacture various products for different markets. Want to

know which markets we serve and the components we produce for them? Here are

some examples.
 
Bons & Evers Group operates in various industrial markets, such as Automotive,

Home Technology, Power Management, and Valves and Fittings. As experts in hot

forging and machining aluminum, brass, and copper alloys, we possess extensive

experience and knowledge of product applications in these markets. As a result, we

have established ourselves as a primary supplier of hot forged parts for all these

industries.
CompetencesDiscover our Expertise; This highlights our team’s comprehensive

knowledge and skills while providing unmatched insights into our sector. Our

experts are dedicated to delivering exceptional performance by using their

expertise to meet the (often unique) needs of our clients.EngineeringHot
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forgingMachiningAssemblyMaterials
Unlocking your creativity; Our clients can rely on our ability to realize their business

potential and gain success. Discover what sets us apart and how our competencies

can move you further toward achieving your goals.
  Trusted innovation partner worldwideAre you looking for a partner with broad

experience and expertise in Hot Forging? Through our track record, result-oriented

approach, and open communication, we will work with you to develop products that

can be seamlessly deployed in your production process.
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